On the occasion of the centennial of the invention of the Czochralski crystal growth process by the Polish scientist Jan Czochralski, a review of selected strategies for the automatic control of this process is given. This review provides a sketch of the fundamental challenges of controlling the Czochralski process and the basic concepts of feedback control. Both early and modern approaches to the control of the Czochralski process are described.
Introduction
This contribution presents an overview about the challenges as well as about past and present strategies for automatic control of the Czochralski (Cz) crystal growth process, one of the most important growth technologies used in industrial crystal growth. The demand for crystals of well dened structural, chemical and electrical properties produced with a maximum rate of yield and reproducibility was and still is the driving force to develop highly sophisticated automatic control systems.
In this growth method, as it is mostly practiced nowadays, the crystals are grown freely from the melt, i.e., there are no shaping devices ensuring a constant or well dened diameter which is mainly important in matters of technological requirements. (Some variants of the Cz process used a so-called coracle a oating diameter--dening aperture made from sintered silicon nitride to ensure a stable thermal regime around the growing crystal and hence to stabilize a constant diameter, cf. [1] .)
The better it meets the desired diameter and the better its constancy, the less material has to be cut o after growth. On the other hand, strong diameter changes inuence the structural properties of the crystal [26] .
Not only the diameter, also other quantities like the crystal growth rate are of special importance.
The growth rate directly inuences the properties of the growing crystal. It correlates with the amount of imperfections, like polycrystalline growth, twins, dislocations as well as the amount of native point defects, residual impurities and that of intentionally introduced dopants. Consequently, for process technology there is a huge interest * corresponding author; e-mail: Jan.Winkler@tu-dresden.de in growth rate control also, especially in silicon crystal growth where the relation between growth rate and thermal gradients at the interface is of great importance in order to ensure an extremely low content of point defects [712] .
No matter which control strategy is chosen to address these issues, the Cz system is an extremely challenging control object giving control engineers a headache for decades now. These issues are subject of Sect. 2.
When designing a control system the rst task is to characterize the dynamic relations between the manipulated and the controlled variables. Based on these results a control structure is chosen. A large variety of approaches are provided by modern control theory. Such a control system does not only consist of a feedback controller, but also on equipment realizing the feed-forward control, the reference trajectory planning and the reconstruction of not directly measured variables. Dierent levels of mathematical complexity, questions about linear or nonlinear control design, robustness and real-time capability make things more dicult. Section 3 gives an introduction to the basic terms and approaches used in control technology as required for the Cz process.
When the Cz process was introduced into industrial germanium growth [13, 14] the weight measurement of the crucible or of the growing crystal to control the heater power [15] was used. In contrast to that Patzner et al.
used an optical sensor manipulating the pull rate for silicon [16] . Nowadays, diameter control has been developed for a variety of dierent materials and system congurations, where many complex problems have been identied such as materials with hard to control conditions that resulted either in high dislocation densities or large growth and shape variations, as well as the challenges in scale up of the process for larger crystal sizes [8, 11, 1722] . Other (181) examples are the use of a liquid encapsulant [23, 24] introducing time delays into the process [25, 26] or more sophisticated variants of the Cz process, like the vapor pressure controlled Czochralski (VCz) method [27] which intentionally leads to reduced axial and radial temperature gradients making diameter control even more dicult [28, 29] . More recently, the focus of control design has been extended to maintain additional degrees of freedom which aect crystal quality as well as crystal shape during the neck, shoulder and tail sections in addition to the main body [30, 31] . In Sect. 4 selected strategies will be discussed.
Specic characteristics of the Cz process
The aim of process analysis is to gain insight into its dynamical behavior using powerful methods provided by 
Meniscus region
The most important region in the Czochralski crystal growth is the meniscus, the interconnection between melt and crystal, cf. Fig. 1 . The meniscus and its shape result from gravitational forces and surface tension. At its upper end the so called phase boundary, or interface, is located where crystallization takes place. Thereby heat of fusion (latent heat) is released. Because the crystal is pulled upward into colder regions of the furnace a temperature gradient is established, which leads to a heat ow by conduction from the hot interface into the colder crystal [18] . By this mechanism crystallization is maintained throughout the growing process. The amount of heat transported into the crystal consists of two components: the amount of heat transported from the meniscus region into the interface with radius r i and the amount of heat released by crystallization. In general, the following relation holds for the vector v g of the growth rate along the phase boundary described by z = Z(r), r ∈ [0, r i ]:
In this equation the specic latent heat is denoted by ∆H f , the heat conductivities of the solid and the melt are given by λ s and λ m , respectively, and T s (r, z) and T m (r, z) represent the temperature of the solid and the melt. The density of the crystal at the interface (at melting temperature T i ) is given by ρ s . A necessary condition for growth is that the growth rate is positive, i.e. the heat ux is directed from the melt into the crystal.
Changes in the temperature gradients on the melt or solid side of the phase boundary lead to an immediate change of the growth rate, as can be easily seen from Eq. (1). On the one hand, a local change of the growth rate results in a deformation of the phase boundary and in a change of the crystal diameter if this deformation is located at the rim of the interface. On the other hand, a change in interface geometry again initiates a change in heat transport. Furthermore, the shape of the meniscus strongly depends on the radius r i of the crystal at the interface as well as on the growth angle α = α 0 + α i with the equilibrium growth angle α 0 and the crystal slope angle α i [3739], cf. Fig. 1 . This means that changes in the meniscus shape initiated by changes in the geometry result in an immediate change of the heat balance in this region, with the consequences described above.
This consideration leads to the conclusion that the demand of growing crystals of well dened shape requires exact control of the thermal conditions in the interface region. Without any precise measurements characterizing the state of this region this is an overwhelming task. An approach trying to realize such a direct control by blowing inert gas around this region is presented by Brice [40] .
However, usually any measurements available at the process are more or less distant to this region complicating the control of the process.
Measurement issues
The quantities which one would like to control are the crystal diameter and the crystal growth rate. Unfortunately, these quantities cannot be directly measured. As an alternative the force acting on the pulling rod (or the crucible) [15] or the diameter of a bright ring on the meniscus resulting from reections of the hot glowing heaters [41] are available. For example, in the liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) process the crystal diameter is not directly measured because of a boron oxide layer covering the melt. Hence, in this process the weighing method is used.
The idea behind the weighing technique is that at a rst glance the rate of change of the force acting on the load cell might be proportional to the crystal cross-section area at the growing interface. This can be evaluated by a controller. However, the measured force is also inuenced by forces resulting from the meniscus [34, 42] making the correct interpretation of the signal more complicated. Furthermore, if the density of the solid is smaller than the density of the liquid, a well known anomaly comes into play which consists of the fact that, e.g., an increase in the dierential weight gain signal does not necessarily reect an increase of the crystal diameter. The reason for this eect is that an increasing crystal diameter rst results in a decrease of the meniscus-height and of its volume (cf., Fig. 2 , middle).
Since the density of the melt is larger than the density of the solid, a decreasing meniscus-volume makes the differential weight gain signal decreasing at rst although the crystal diameter is increasing (cf., Fig. 2 , bottom).
For materials which do not completely wet their solids,
i.e., Θ 0 = 0, a similar eect can be observed since an increase in crystal diameter (α i > 0) leads to a reduction of the vertical component of the surface tension acting on the crystal (its vertical component is proportional to
Unfortunately, all commonly grown semiconducting materials show this eect. The anomaly also leads to crucial problems during the transfer from the shoulder into cylindrical growth, cf., der. This behavior can be explained by the fact that the shape of the meniscus changes signicantly at this phase of the process [30] .
More detailed discussions with respect to this subject can be found in [4244] . The strength of the eect depends on several factors discussed in detail in [35] . Especially the growth rate is of great importance. Roughly speaking it can be summarized that the lower the pulling speed the stronger the eect. Measurement of the diameter of the bright meniscus ring, as it is widely used in silicon growth, is aected by a similar anomaly [17] .
Yet another factor limiting the weighing technique is the diameter of the crystal body. The larger it is the stronger the load cell measuring the force has to be. How- ever, the stronger the load cell the more inaccurate it becomes for small loads. This is problematic especially during the initial phase of the process.
Batch character and time delays
The Cz process is a so-called batch process. This means that it does not have a steady state operating point. This mainly results from the fact that the whole system conguration changes during the growth: while in the beginning one has a crucible lled with melt, one has a nearly empty crucible and a crystal at the end of the process. The falling melt level leads to an ever-changing heat entry from the heaters into the system. Thus, the process dynamics changes heavily throughout the process. Understanding the inuence of these variations on the process dynamics provides a foundation for developing a robust process control system. Detailed discussions on these subjects can be found in [2, 17, 45, 46] .
In case of LEC growth, the inuence of the boron oxide layer comes into play. One has to take into account the buoyancy as well as the time delay introduced by the emerging crystal, resulting in additional dynamical eects. For example, Fig. 3 (bottom) shows an aftershock occurring in the dierential weight gain signal when the crystal begins to emerge from the boron oxide layer. These eects are discussed in [25, 47, 48] and must be carefully considered during control system design.
Modeling issues
Today, modeling and computer simulation play an important role in crystal growth process design as well as in control applications. For example, whenever no direct access to certain quantities in a process is possible dynamic mathematical models are used to establish some kind of connection between the measured and the not measured quantities in order to reconstruct the values of the latter ones. However, since the dynamics of the process is mainly driven by complex nonlinear radiative, conductive, and convective heat transport phenomena, it cannot be fully captured through a linear model [2, 8] .
Especially the fact that the warm regions of this process are found at the bottom while the colder ones are located at the top of the plant leads to strong convection phenomena which cannot be neglected. Hence, one has to switch to nonlinear multi-dimensional time dependent models which are more complicated to handle. Above all, the Cz process is a system with free boundaries (the solidliquid interface and the crystal shape) making it even more complicated to solve the underlying dynamic equations. Many unknown physical parameters and the complex structure of the inner assemblies worsen the situation. Here, from a control technological point of view, one has to nd a balance between accuracy and real time capability of the model [21, 30] .
Stability
An important matter in control theory is the question if the system under consideration is stable or not, since unstable systems have a limitation to achievable control performance. When discussing this subject it is very important which type of model is used for stability analysis and which physical eects are included in the model:
Surek's initial stability analysis was only of the capillary problem, i.e., for the meniscus region [49] . He came to the conclusion that the capillary system is unstable. However, if the heat uxes are taken into account, one comes to a dierent conclusion, depending on the assumptions made during modeling. Thus, Refs. [39, 5052] as well as [53] show stable behavior of the growth system under certain operating conditions. Nevertheless, Refs. [54] and [55] show that the system is unstable for the cases they evaluated, even if the thermal eects are included in the analysis.
Components of a control system
The intention of this section is to introduce some of the basic concepts used in control technology as far as they are required for an understanding of the numerous strategies for control of the Cz process. For this purpose the essential components of a control system are shortly summarized (cf. Fig. 4 ) followed by a discussion of the way mathematical models are used for control purposes, which diers from the way they are used for thermal analysis or plant and process design. It may be useful to reschedule the reference trajectories during growth to guarantee smooth behavior of the controller.
Reference trajectory generator

Feed-forward controller
The feed-forward control calculates the manipulated values (like heater power or crystal pulling rate) from the reference values generated by the trajectory generator. This can be done empirically or by means of a mathematical model describing the system behavior. The latter strategy is also known as the solution of the inverse problem, in contrast to the forward problem which consists of the solution of a dynamic model depending on
given initial values and given trajectories for the inputs.
For example, one has a system with the manipulated variable u ∈ R, the output variable (to be controlled) y ∈ R and two internal states x 1 , x 2 ∈ R. Its dynamics is captured by the following model:
From this model a model based feed-forward control can be easily calculated. Solving Eq. (2b) for u one obtains
Now, one would like to steer the system, namely the output y, 
Using the values from the feed-forward control one might be able to steer the system along its reference trajectory if the system is stable, only small perturbations are acting on the system, and the model is accurate enough.
Feedback controller
The feedback controller compensates for disturbances acting on the process. Furthermore, it is responsible for correction of modeling errors resulting in inaccuracies of the feed-forward control. This is achieved by feedback of the measured variable (or its estimate) and a correction of the input calculated by the feed-forward control.
It is common practice to realize feedback control by means of a PID controller. The PID controller processes a deviation e(t) between the desired and the real value of the variable to be controlled in order to calculate a change ∆u(t) of the manipulated variable
The dynamic behavior of the PID controller is determined using the three real constants K P , K I , and K D .
It is an implementation of the following natural assumptions: (i) The larger the control deviation, the larger one has to counter steer, an implication which is covered by the proportional part K P e(t).
(ii) The longer the control deviation is pending, the larger the manipulated variable has to be changed in order to reduce it. This behavior is realized by the integral part parameterized using the factor K I , the second term in Eq. (5). (iii) The faster the control deviation changes, the stronger one has to counteract this is covered by the third term in Eq. (5) the dierential part with parameter K D .
The PID controller has several advantages: its operating principle is simple, it can be easily implemented, if certain conditions are hold it can be adjusted using some 
This can be achieved by a proper choice of the input u because by inserting the right hand side of (7) in the equation used for calculation of u (cf. Eq. (3)) one obtains 
State estimator
Finally, it is not always possible to measure the controlled variable (in case of the Czochralski method the radius) directly. In that case one can reconstruct this variable from the measured variable by means of a (possibly nonlinear) observer if a suitable model of the sys-tem is available and the system is observable (a system property discussed later).
In order to overcome this diculty one has to reconstruct the crystal radius from the measured force. This can be done by a so-called observer. It is based on the following idea. Assume a mathematical model
of a process with (x(t), u(t)) ∈ R n × R r and y(t) ∈ R m .
If some components of x are not directly measured, one might implement a copy in such a way that the dierence between the calculated valuex and the real value x will converge to zero as time advances [58] . In this case the systeṁ
is called an observer.
Design and dimensioning of the injection of the error related to the measured variable is the key task when developing an observer. However, it is important to know if it is possible to reconstruct a quantity from the measured variable at all. This property is commonly referred to as observability.
Modeling in crystal growth analysis and control
A short comparison on how models are used in automatic control in contrast to numerical approaches in crystal growth will be given here, since between both elds the approaches and requirements dier quite a bit.
A mathematical model which takes the spatial distribution as well as the time dependence of material parameters into account leads to a system of coupled partial dierential equations with the corresponding initial, boundary, and compatibility conditions. They belong to the so-called innite dimensional or distributed parameter systems. Such systems are usually solved numerically using nite element methods (FEM). Using this approach one can obtain results reecting the reality rather accurately. FEM is an absolutely essential resource in solving problems in plant design, thermal and stress analysis, etc.
However, computational eort increases dramatically depending on the accuracy required, especially for solving time dependent problems.
The approach used in model based control is to keep the models as simple as possible. This is done in order to be able to run the models on the limited computer hardware usually available at the growth furnaces. This is achieved by partitioning the system under consideration into domains which may reasonably well be considered is subject of investigations presented by Satunkin and
Rossolenko for the standard Cz process [20] as well as for the LEC process [60] . Considerations of optimal reference trajectory planning based on such models has been given by the same author in [61] . A compilation and extension of these results is presented in [31] .
A very comprehensive and detailed model based analysis of the global Czochralski system is presented by Gevelber et al. [17, 43, 56, 57] . The rst two publications of this series are based on a 7th order lumped parameter model of the process while the latter ones make use of a more rened model.
Thorough analysis approaches based on distributed parameter models (treated for the quasi-stationary case) have been presented by Derby et al. [18, 19, 62, 63] . The great advantage of these approaches is the fact that the heat ow in the plant can be modeled quite accurately.
However, much eort is necessary to adapt the models to the actual plant design and to determine the physical parameters needed in the model with sucient accuracy.
Approaches for control of the Cz process 4.1. State estimation
In case of the Czochralski crystal growth the measurement of the crystal diameter, the primary variable to be controlled, is quite a complex task. Three dierent approaches exist:
1. Optical capturing of meniscus shape, typically by detecting the bright meniscus ring [16, 41, 64, 65] .
Evaluation of the force acting on a load cell
mounted at the top of the pulling rod [15, 32, 3436] . Also weighing of the crucible is possible [66, 67] .
3. Image processing of the whole crystal [68, 69] .
Optical imaging of the bright meniscus ring, which results from reections of light emitted by the heaters, is the most important measuring technique used in silicon crystal growth. Here, one has to take into account that what is measured is the diameter of the meniscus at a certain height, not the crystal diameter at the three phase boundary. This means that the anomaly (cf. Sect. 2.2) comes into play: if the crystal radius begins to decrease, rst the meniscus height will increase. This means that the diameter of the bright meniscus ring will increase which might result in incorrect reactions of the controller if it is not adapted to this behavior [17] . A detailed discussion on how to obtain an estimate of the real crystal diameter from the camera system is given in [70, 71] .
In case of the liquid encapsulated Czochralski process where melt and meniscus are covered by a layer of boron oxide only the second technique can be applied. It is also often used when no camera system for the detection of the bright meniscus ring is available or applicable. It is based on the following idea: the gravitational force F c of a rotationally symmetric crystal of length l and density ρ s can be calculated by integration of
with crystal radius r i and gravitational acceleration g.
Actually the force measured by the load cell is not equal to F c in Eq. (9) . In fact it is also inuenced by forces resulting from the surface tension of the meniscus, the hydrostatic pressure of the melt raised over the melt level, and in case of LEC by the buoyancy forces resulting from the liquid boron oxide. For this reason things become considerably more complicated as it might seem from a rst glance on Eq. (9) . Details are discussed in [22] .
The reconstruction of the crystal diameter and other quantities by means of an observer (cf. Sect. 3.4) is the subject of several publications. Satunkin and Leonov discuss the question of observability in case of Cz and LEC growth in [44] . The discussion is based on a linearized model of the overall process which is bound to the knowledge of some thermodynamical parameters. An elegant approach is presented in [72, 73] where, roughly speaking, an iterating algorithm is used which ts the theoretically calculated mass of the load cell to its real value by heuristically changing the crystal diameter in every step. However, this algorithm contains a parameter which must be empirically determined to guarantee convergence. A reduced order nonlinear tracking observer for the Cz and the LEC system including full meniscus dynamics is presented in [22] . As far as the system is tracked along its reference trajectory this approach produces very accurate results.
If the inuence of the changing meniscus can be more or less neglected, a simple approach is presented in [74, 75] . Here the basic idea is to exclude the meniscus dynamics from the model making it easy to solve the remaining equations for the radius. This method is useful for reconstruction of the radius during cylindrical growth and for crystals with slowly increasing diameter in the cone. If one is obliged to grow crystals with large slope angles in the shoulder this method fails, especially when fading into the cylinder.
The third method has no technological relevance because, on the one hand, it is very complicated to be realized and, on the other hand, because changes in growth are detected when they have already inuenced the crystal (which is actually not the case when using the rst and second technique where changes in the meniscus preceding a change in the crystal are detected) [76] .
Feed-forward control
As described in Sect. 3.2, feed-forward control is an essential part of the overall control system. In crystal growth, a common method in practice is to determine the feed-forward control by careful analysis of repeated growth runs, resulting in a trajectory for the control inputs which can then be used as part of the recipe.
While this method is widely accepted it suers from the fact that it is extremely time consuming and, thus, Such lumped parameter approaches are presented in [45] (4 silicon), [75] (InP), and [77] . Since the underlying models neglect the spatial distribution of system properties (cf. Sect. 3.5) most often some empirical corrections (e.g. in [75] ) are introduced to t the result to
reality. An approach trying to circumvent this problem is proposed in [78] , basing on a mathematical description regarding the most important qualitative dependences between the relative changes of manipulated and controlled variables during growth. For a certain thermal setup this approach allows to easily calculate reference trajectories for dierent crystal shapes and growth rates.
In order to overcome such limitations one may describe the system behavior without neglecting the spatial dependence of some of the system properties. Then one is confronted with the problem of numerically solving a set of time dependent 2D/3D partial dierential equations with free boundary conditions. Even though powerful nite element methods for solving such problems exist, and computational performance has dramatically increased in the last years this still is one of the most challenging tasks [79] . The situation gets even worse if feed-forward trajectories need to be rescheduled in real time during growth, for instance in order to react to some perturbations [80] . Extensive studies on this task can be found in [8184] , presented for the examples of growth of large diameter silicon and germanium crystals.
In order to reduce the computational eort one might restrict the problem to the quasi-stationary case. The feed-forward trajectory is then generated piecewise. This very powerful strategy has been presented in detail by
Derby and Brown in [18, 19] . An approach using a simplied 2D-model especially designed for control purposes can be found in [85] .
PID based control using optical diameter estimation
In Refs. [16, 41] a method for determining an estimate of the crystal radius is presented using optical imaging.
The idea is based on the fact that light emitted by the red-hot heaters is reected in upward direction from the meniscus. These reections can be seen and detected by an optical camera as a so-called bright ring. Then, image processing software is able to determine the diameter of the ring in real time. This value, scaled by an empirically determined factor accounting for the dierence between measured meniscus and expected crystal radius, is used as the measured variable in the control system. Since silicon has a large Laplace constant (i.e., high surface tension and low density resulting in large meniscus heights) and because of its metallic reectivity this material is an obvious candidate for this technique.
Hence, although the crystal radius itself is not measured, this technique is widely and successfully used especially in silicon Cz growth [65, 86] .
When designing a control system which tracks crystal diameter and growth rate (cf. Sect. 1) one has to reect the dierent time constants the available control inputs have on the system: (i) Changes in pulling speed are affecting the system quite quickly; (ii) changes in heater power need some time depending on the thermal conditions occurring in the system [17, 43] . Therefore, most often a cascaded control structure is chosen, assuming that pulling speed v p is more or less equal to the growth rate (cf. Fig. 5 ) [87] . [20, 44] proposes an approach based on a cost functional for adjusting parameters in a single as well as in a multi-loop control system utilizing heater power and pulling speed as manipulated variables. The same authors present in [44] a modeling approach focusing on inaccuracies of the weight sensor and the consideration of these in the control system. Another model based approach can be found in [89] .
As already mentioned the dynamic characteristic of the process changes during crystal growth. As a consequence parameters of the PID controller determined for one setpoint may not produce acceptable results as the process proceeds. The strategy to overcome this problem is to change the parameters on relevant intervals. This strategy is commonly known as parameter or gain scheduling in the eld of adaptive control [90, 91] . An approach for Cz growth can be found in [89] . according to [21, 22] .
Further model based approaches can be found in [31] (using a linear state space controller), in [85] (using a 2D-approximation), and in [92] (combining heuristic and deterministic techniques in the 4 growth of GaAs crystals using the LEC method).
In all cases discussed in this section the overall closed loop performance is considerably enhanced, however, because of the lumped parameter character, some more or less strict constraints exist with respect to process setup, model validation or trajectory planning. An interesting approach based on this strategy can be found in [99, 100] . The model used in this approach is of lumped parameter type. It includes melt convection, which requires very strict assumptions to be fullled in order to make the model applicable. Another approach to establish such a model based control on the basis of a lumped parameter model has been published by Voronkov et al. [12, 87] . It is closely related to the v g /G theory [7, 10] which requires very precise tracking of the growth rate v g .
Further references
So far, the challenges and some of the fundamental strategies for controlling the Czochralski crystal growth process have been presented. Unfortunately, because of the limited space available in this special issue, many details had to be skipped in the discussion. For this reason the reader is referred to much more exhaustive presentations of these subjects in [31, 73, 101103 ].
Conclusion
The contribution gives a brief overview of selected strategies for the control of the Czochralski process. Although a large variety of approaches exist, the control of this process continues to be a challenging task employing scientists and engineers all around the world. By the very nature of the process, model based control is required to further improve yield and quality of the crystals. However, the choice of an appropriate model is crucial in this respect. These models must be simple enough and should yet cover the main dynamics. For the meniscus dynamics existing lumped parameter models are sucient for very good control results. However, further progress may be expected from improved models of the thermal dynamics. These models should to a sucient extent account for the spatially distributed nature of the heat transport phenomena, but they must still be simple enough to be useful for on-line control and estimation under industrial conditions.
